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5. HIGH ORDER TRANSITIONS. 

5. 1 Building up. The more-electron transitions can be built up from 
those dealt with in 4 by successively intercalating further electrons or 
electron pairs into the .loops. ,If by the same arguments as in 4. 4 we 
disregard processes which knot the loops, the only effects of the new 
electrons are those of screening as in 4. 2 and exchange as in 4. 3. 

The calculation of the summations over small regions and thin shells 
proceeds in the same way as in 4 and will not be repeated here. When 
successively integrating the small regions over the various thin shells 
one has to observe the order in which they are met with in circumscribing 
the loop. 

The term in the transition probability corresponding to a certain loop 
is the product of a factor 

( 42) Yee' Itr-t~1 

for the central transition e' ~ e, a factor 

(43) 

for each shell r; dr with an upward transition, a factor 

(44) 

for each shell r; dr with a downward transition and a factor 

( 45) -dr X (r; 1 ~ee' i) + X (r; -I ~ee' D 
for each screening shell r; dr with a virtual transition. The central tran
sition occurs during the time interval t~ tr' all connected transitions occur 

---+ 

in 4-dimensional time-space between the light cones through (x r, t~) and 
---+ 

(x" tr), i.e. in 3-dimensional space successively from outside inwards 
(ingoing phase) until the central transition occurs and then outwards 
again (outgoing phase). The time lags between the various transitions 
correspond to a travel velocity c. A certain thin shell during the ingoing 
phase and the same shell during the outgoing phase can be treated as two 
different shells (in-shell and out-shell). 
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5. 2 Atom in universe. We consider the centra I atom r inside the 
spheric symmetrie distribution of matter. This distribution can be 
divided into thin shells. Let ro be the radius of the sphere inside which 
there are no ot her atoms than the central r. The only thing we have 
to do is to account for the effect of transitions in all these shells on 
the central transition e' --+ (! of r. 

5. 21 Unexcited surroundings. We take a start by supposing for a 
moment that all the matter around r, but not the atom ritself, is in its 
ground state. Then none of the other electrons can make a down transition 

( 46) x(r;';)=O for ';<0. 

In this case exchange is excluded and only screening is left. 
Take the central atom rand a shell r l ; drl . The probability of a (down) 

transit ion e' --+ e of r during t~tT together with an (up) transition in the 
shell is according to (42) and (43) or (25) 

( 47) 

The screening effect of another shell r2 ; dr2 multipiies according to (45) 
or (35) this probability by a factor 

( 48) 

if r2 < rl and leaves it unaffected if r2 > rl' Now if more-electron pro
cesses are taken into account every shell inside rl gives rise to an analogous 
factor, so that the total screening of all shells multipiies (47) by 

( 49) exp [- fdr X (r; -';QQI)]' 
T, 

The result can be written 

(50) 

The ultimate probability of a (down) transition e' --+ e during t~tT together 
with any (up) transit ion of any other electron under influence of all 
possible virtual transitions of all other electrons is found by summing 
(50) over all thin shells. This gives 

(51) 

where 
00 

(52) a (ro; -';QU') = l-exp [- f dr X (r; ';QQ,)J. 
T, 

All virtual transitions as well as the final up transition occur in the out
going phase. 

If the integral in the exponent of (52) diverges, i.e. if the total oscillator 
strenght of the universe for the upward energy jump - ';QQ' is (Xl, the 
universe will be said to be perfectly black for this energy jump. We shall 
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see in 6. 4 that we are forced to assume this to be the case for all up jumps, 
because otherwise our description is certainly inconsistent. With this 
assumption we obtain for (52) 

(53) 

so that the transition probability (51) be co mes 

(54) YPQ' It.-t~l· 
The probability (54) has to be equivalent to the spontaneous transition 

probability of r from '1' to '1 during t;t. in ordinary radiation theory 7). 
(54) appears 3/2 times as large as the latter. This is as should be hoped 
for, because we have used the mutilated interaction (14) and therefore 
should compare with a mutilated radiation theory in which besides the 
2 transverse photon states also the 1 longitudinal state takes a part in 
the radiation. That amounts to .a factor 3/2 indeed. If instead of using 
(14) we had been using the original (12), the screening (and exchange) 
effect of a thin shell would not have been independent of its radius and 
that would frightfully have complicated the calculations. 

If the exponent in (52) would be treated as small and the expansion 
of the exponential into a power series in e cut off af ter the 2nd order 
term, the resulting expression would be that one, which has been rejected 
in 4. 15. In a black universe this 2nd order term instead of being small 
would diverge (and the higher order terms as weU). The power series 
expansion is not appropriate to reveal that the remote atoms are suffi
ciently strongly screened off by the nearby ones, so that at large distances 
they have hardly an influence on r. 

This converging effect of screening is also of importance in problems 
ofvacuum polarization. That belongs to problem Q3 put in ll. 42 and 21. 3. 

5.22 Excited surroundings. In unexcited surroundings the ingoing 
phase did not act a part. In excited surroundings it does, but we can 
still artificially separate the parts of the ingoing and outgoing phases. 

5. 221 Transition excess. As the transition excess at a certain con
centric sphere in the ingoing or outgoing ph ase we take the excess number 
of those preceding down minus up transitions (or those succeding up 
minus down transitions), which could be in resonance with the central 
transition (the latter inclusive). The transition excess has to correspond 
to the nu mb er of photons present in the state, which in the dualistic 
radiation theory is connected with the central transition. 

In particular we shall need the transition excess nin at the sphere ro 
in the ingoing phase and nou! at ro in the outgoing phase, i.e. just before 
and af ter the central transition. If the latter is downward we have 
nou! = n in + 1, if it is upward n in = nou! + 1. 

5. 222 Outgoing phase. First we suppress all down transitions in 
the outgoing phase by provisionaIly putting in all out shells X (r; ~) = 0 
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for ~ < 0, leaving it unchanged for ~ > 0. We leave the in transitions 
and the central transition as they were. Suppose among them are noul 
more down transitions than up ones. Then there are just nout up transitions 
in the provisional outgoing phase. The contribution of each up transition 
is just as in 5. 21 given by (52). The contribution of the nOttt transitions 
is the noutth power of (52). In a black universe this amounts to l. There 
is an extra factor due to the combinatorics of different arrangements 
of the thin shells, which will be dealt with in 5. 3. 

Now restore in the innermost out shell ro; dro the original X (ro; ~) for 
~ < 0. In each of the 2nout links of the loop which cut the out shell this 
can intercalate a virtual or direct down transition. In the latter case a 
new up transition at a later time in a further outward shell has to be 
intercalated in the loop as weIl. For each of the links the transition pro
bability be co mes multiplied by a factor 

(55) 

for the new virtual down transition and a factor 

(56) 

for the new direct down transition in the shell. The factor (1 in the expo
nent accounts for the new up transitions outside the shell and the additi
onal screening in the same way as has been found in 5.21. In a black 
universe we have again (1 = 1. In that case the product of (55) and (56) 
is 1, so that restoring the possibility of the down transitions in the inner
most thin out shell has no effect on the preceding transitions. 

The same argument can successively be applied to every next surroun
ding thin out sheIl, so th at we finally see that it will suffice to consider 
only nout up transitions in the outgoing ph ase and th at the latter con
tributes to the transition probability a factor 1 also in excited sur
roundings, provided they are black. 

5.223 lngoing phase. For the ingoing phase we follow a similar 
procedure by first suppressing the up transitions provisionally putting 
in all shells X (r; ~) = ° for ~ > 0, leaving it unchanged for ~ < o. We 
leave the out transitions and the central transition as they were. If among 
them are nin more up than down transitions, there are just nin down 
transitions in the provisional ingoing phase. 

A down transition in a shell r l ; drl contributes in the probability a 
factor (44) multiplied by a screening factor, which in the provisional 
ingoing phase is 

(57) 
r, 

exp [- f dr X (r; -I ~eQII> 
T, 

analogous to (49). Summing the product over all in shells Tl; dTI gives 
a factor 

(58) 
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analogous to (52). For n in down transitions we get the ninth power of (58). 
In th is case we shall not be forced to assume the divergence of the 

integral in the exponent for the energy jump + lçpe,l. Still in our model 
we shall either voluntary do so, i.e. we assume the surrounding Hohlraum 
to be perfectly black excited, or we assume it not to be excited at all. 
That makes in (58) in the former case a = 1, in the latter case a = O. 
The latter case has already been dealt with in 5. 21 and we now take 
a= l. 

We successively restore the original X (r; ç) for ç> 0, beginning with 
the innermost thin in shell and then every next surrounding one. By a 
reasoning analogous to that in 5. 222 we find th at the new virtual and 
direct up transitions have no effect on the succeding transitions. There
fore it is sufficient to consider only n in down transitions in the ingoing 
phase and the latter contributes to the transition probability a factor 1, 
provided the surrounding Hohlraum is perfectly black excited (or not 
excited at all). 

5. 224 Oentral transition. Whereas the contributions of the ingoing 
and outgoing phases to the probability reduce to 1, the contribution of 
the central transition remains given by the factor (42). In order to find 
the total probability of the transition e' --+ e during t~tr under given 
conditions we have still to multiply the factor (42) by the number of 
possibilities in which the combinations of the connected transitions can 
be realized. That is a matter of combinatorics. 

5.3 Oombinatoric8. As such conditions we take fixed values of the 
transition excesses n in and nout. Let us call the largest of the two nma",' 
According to 5. 222 and 5. 223 we need only consider apart from the 
central transition nin down transitions in the ingoing phase and nout up 
transitions in the outgoing phase. Then for the nma.'t pairs of down and 
up transitions th ere are altogether nm"",!2 terms of the type of (37). Some 
of these terms correspond to disconnected loops. If from the latter we 
omit those loose parts, which do not contain the central transition, we 
just retain all those combinations in which the central transition is con
nected with nin + nout or less other transitions. 

Now in the integrations over all thin shells each combination of n in in 
shells already is met with n in ! times and each combination of nout out 
shells nout! times. There remains only a factor nmaz still to be accounted 
for. That finally gives for the total probability of the central transition 

(59) 

the upper case if the central transition is downward, the lower case if 
it is upward. (59) is entirely symmetric in time. 

The expessions (59) have to be equivalent to the transition probabilities 
of r from e' to e in the presence of n jn photons (in the appropriate state) 
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before or noulof them af ter th is transition as it is given by ordinary radi
ation theory 7). Just as (54), (59) is 3/2 times too large due to the use of 
the mutilated interaction function (14). 

5.4 Grain in Hohlraum. One of the oversimplifications of our model 
is the spheric symmetry, which makes that an ob server at the centre 
could not see any structure at all. In order to see how things would work 
in nonsymmetrie surroundings we bring inside the sphere ro (i.e. inside 
our Hohlraum) a small region dTk of matter (grain) as in 4. 13. Although 
still highly oversimplified this model can show some features of what 
can be observed of the surroundings by means of radiative interaction. 
For this purpose we ask how under given conditions the transition pro
bability for the central atom is influenced by the introduction of the 
grain. 

Just as in 5. 1 the various thin shells have been found to contribute 
a factor to the transition probability also the small region dTk contri
butes a certain factor. The latter can be found from the derivations of 
4 by not performing the integration ofthe last dTk over a thin shell rk ; drk • 

This factor is 

(60) 

for a downward transition, 

(61) dTk I I 4 .,X;kX(Xk; ~eQI) 

for an upward transition and 

(62) 

for a virtual transition in the region. 
In order to count the number of possible combinations we have to 

specify the conditions which determine the transition probability. As 
su eh we take initial conditions, leaving the given value of n in of 5. 3 
unaffected by the presence of the grain. The factors contributed by 
combinatorics to the transition probability for the various cases are given 
in the following scheme, in which n stands for nin' 

e' ~ e ,,' ~" -, down up virtual 

(63) 
down in (n+ 2) (n+ I) -(n+ I) n2 -n (n+ I) 

up In (n+ 1)2-n n (n-I) _n2 

down out (n+ 2) (n+ I) - (n+ I) (n+ 1)2 -(n+ 1)2 

\ up out n2-n n (n-I) -n (n-l) 
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All contributions from the outgoing phase cancel. The contribution 
from the ingoing phase results in an additional transition probability 

(64) 

Thus the probability of the central transition is not altered at all by 
future transitions in the grain. It is increased or decreased by past 
transitions if respectively 

(65) 

One would need a more perfect measuring instrument than our simplified 
<Jentral atom in order to detect the direction (and distance) of the grain. 
Such an instrument would record the past grain as respectively a brighter 
or darker spot against the background of the surrounding Hohlraum. 
It would not record the future grain at all. 

5. 5 Transition equilibrium. Along similar lines as in the foregoing 
derivations one finds that if at one side of a thin shell the transition 
excess is n, the probability of finding at the other side n + 1 or n - 1 is 
respectively proportional to 

(66) 
~ (n + 1) dr X (r; - I ~ ~e' D , 
( ndrx(r;l~ee,D· 

In order to obtain statistical equilibrium the average number of up and 
down transitions in a shell has to be equal and the average transition 
excess n has to be the same everywhere. That gives the condition 

(67) 
x(r;-I;ee,J) ,i 

1.(r;l;ee,J) = ,1+1 

independent of r. If also the grain is in equilibrium it is invisible against 
the background according to (65). If also the central atom is in equili
brium we have (because lee' = le'e) 

(68) 1. (r; - ;ee') 
1. (r; ;ee') 

For thermal equilibrium at a temperature TO we have 

(69) 

That gives with (67) 
_ 1 

(70) n = exp [ I ~f I ] _ 1 . 

This is formally a B-E distribution. For thermal equilibrium of the 
<Jentral electron we find of course a F-D distribution. 
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6. DAMPING. 

6. I Probability conservation. Dealing with the transitions r./ ~ e 
of the central electron we have up till now only considered the increase 
of the occupation probability of the final state e, but not the decrease 
of the occupation probability of the initial state e'. The latter has t9 
be in balance with the former in order to conserve the total probability I 
of finding the electron in any state at all. We shall now consider the latter 
effect, which can be denoted as damping. It is described by virtual transit
ions of the central electron. 

6.2 Low order transitions. 6.21 Selt damping. The simplest of 
all closed loops is the one, which directly connects the electron with 
itself (fig. la). It describes a virtual transition, which can be regarded 
as leading to self screening. Just as the ordinary screening of 4. 24 its 
effect will be seen to diminish the probability of the same process with 
the screening left out, i.e. in this case the process in which there is no 
change. Being a part of self interaction, self screening actually belongs 
to problem Qa. Anyhow we shall here evaluate the probability of the 
process by a bit of juggling, the justification of which has to be left to Qa. 

For the total probabillity of virtual transitions out of anel into the 
state e' we would have to sum over all intermediate states. As we want 
to compare the balance with the transition from e' to e we only consider 
the term arising from the one intermediate state e. The matrix element 
for this virtual transition is found from (19) by identifying the electron 
k with rand the states x with e' and x' with e. 

First we identify the states. Because in (19) the elownward transition 
occurs before the upward one and hecause in the virtual transition e' ~ e 
occurs before e ~ e', self dam ping is only effective for virtual down tran
sitions (~eQ' < 0), not for up ones (~Qe' > 0). For the former transitions 
we get from (19) for lim (~ee' + ~""/) ~ 0 

(71) 

This term interferes with the 0 order term bee,. That gives in the pro
bability of the transition e' ~ e', which in 0 order is Ze" the 2nd order 
term in e 

(72) 

accounting for the occupation number according to 3. 3. The higher 
order terms are of higher order in t T - t~ and can be neglected. 

Then we identify the electrons altogether. For (72) we get for lim X Tk ~ 0 

(73) 

10 
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By no more than a juggling trick with the limiting processes we have 
obtained a finite result for the self damping. This is analogous to the 
finite result which a classical theory of a point electron gives for radiation 
damping 8). For our present model the self interaction term in the in
stantaneous COULOMB interaction would be infinite just as in the classical 
theory. 

Without a consistent picture of self interaction it has no sense to try 
to represent the various obscure manipulations in a more acceptable 
form. 

6. 22 Mutual screening. Because the nearest neighbours of the 
central atom rare supposed to be at a finite distance, there can in a 4-
dimensional transition diagram be no closed loop connecting the virtual 
transitions of rand the other electrons. Therefore af ter summing over 
extended surroundings effects of screening only will be cancelled by 
interference. 

6.23 Exchange damping. Finally there are the closed loops which 
link together down and up transitions of other electrons and virtual 
transitions of rand possibly also of other electrons. The corresponding 
terms of the matrix elements interfere with those corresponding to the 
loops in which the virtual transition of r has been left out. From the 
standpoint of the other electrons the virtual transitions of r act as scree
ning, which diminishes their transition probability. From the stand
point of r the paired transitions of other electrons give rise to exchange, 
possibly screened by virtual transitions of still other electrons, which 
enlarges the effect of self damping. 

For a3-electron process with a virtual transition of rand a paired 
transition of k and m the matrix element is given by (29) in which m has 
to be interchanged with rafter which (l has to be replaced by (ll and (lil 

by (l. The summing over small regions and thin shells proceeds in the 
same way as in 4. 

6.3 High order processes. The extension to more electron processes 
and the summing over the universe proceeds in the same way as in 5. The 
contributions to the transition probability due to a thin shell are again 
given by (43), (44) and (45), the contribution due to the central virtual 
transition by minus (42). 

For a virtual transition of r we have nin = no"t. If this transition excess 
has a given value n, we find in a similar way as in 5. 3 that the total 
probability of a viTtual transition from (ll to (l and back again during 
t~tr adds to the probability ze' of remaining in the initial state (ll a term 

(74) 1 (n+ I) ) I 'I r t ",:::: - \ n Yee' tr-tr lor "QQ' ? O. 

The term 1 is due to the self dam ping (73), the terms n to exchange 
damping. 
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The probability terms (74) for remaining m the state e' are just in 
balance with the probability terms (59) for jumping to the state e. 

6.4 Blackness conditions. In unexcited surroundings (n in = 0) the 
derivation of (74) is independent of the oscillator distribution in the 
universe, but (59) only holds for perfectly black surroundings. There
fore we are forced to assume perfect blackness in order to establish pro
bability conservation without which the description cannot be consistent. 

The terms n i1l in (59) and (74) are derived under the same assumptions 
about the excited universe. They would even be in balance for not per
fectly black excited surroundings. 

7. THE TWO ASPECTS. 

Even if the transition equations (6) as far as they can be accepted at 
all had not been prepared in 2 by elimination of the photons from the 
dualistic theory, the derivations in the present 3 might have challenged 
at almost every stage the (re)introduction of an electromagnetic field 
(photons). Yet we have to resist this temptation just for another while 
in order to confront the two pictures of the radiative processes Rl and 
R2 of 1. 2. 

7. I Radiative processes. 7. II Emission and absorption. The pro
cesses which in dualistic radiation theory are emission and absorption of 
photons are in the unitary picture described by the transition processes 
which just have been discussed at lenght. More complicated radiative 
processes as e.g. the emission of more than 1 photons in a single electron 
transition 9) can also be treated in the unitary way. The two descriptions 
give the same electron transitions with the same probabilities, i.e. the 
same observable results. Only the interpretation looks quite different. 

7. 111 Sponataneous and induced processes. Dualistic theory refers 
to initial conditions. The terms n in in (59) and (74) are ascribed to emission 
and absorption processes induced by the n in photons present just before. 
The term 1 is ascribed to spontaneous emission processes (occasionally 
interpreted as induced by the vacuum fluctuations of the photon field). 
In the unitary description one cannot stick to initial conditions. Every 
central transition is connected with other earlier or later transitions. 
They in duce each other and none of them appears as spontaneous. The 
terms nin in (59) and (74) describe central transitions which are connected 
with other earlier as weIl as later transitions. They arise from exchange. 
The term I in (59) des cri bes central transitions which are connected with 
no earlier and I later transition. They arise from elementary paired 
transitions. The balance term in (74) is not connected with any other 
transitions at all. It arises from self damping. From the unitary stand
point the dualistic theory in looking to initial conditions only is liable 
to miss part of the connections and that is how it is lead to consider those 
transitions which are not connected with earlier ones as spontaneous. 
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7. 112 Statistics. In dualistic theory the factors n and n + 1 in (59) 
and (74) arise from the B-E properties of the photons in the same 
way as the factors zand 1 - z in 3.3 arise from the F-D properties 
of the electrons. In the unitary description they appear as a result of 
combinatorics counting the various exchange connections of earlier 
down transitions and later up transitions into closed loops. This number 
is equal to the transition excess. Just as the indiscernible photons in 
dualistic theory the transition excess in the unitary picture follows in 
thermal equilibrium a BOSE-EINSTEIN distribution (70). 

It should be noted that the statistical properties of radiation inter
action are independent of the F-D properties of the electrons. They 
would hold equally weIl for radiative interaction between B-E charges. 

7. 12 Interlerence and ditlraction. The interaction matrix (14) shows 
af ter the integration over ~o in (15) a periodic wave character, which 
can be attributed to beating of the initial and final electron waves. This 
wave character is retained in all matrix elements of the type (19), (29) 
and (36) and leads for connections along chains with different path lengths 
to interference effects such as we have met with in 4. 2 and 4. 3. In prin
ciple all interference and diffraction effects could (perhaps extremely 
prolixly) be described in the unitary way. 

The screening and exchange effe cts in the unitary picture correspond 
to coherent scattering and coherent induced emission and absorption 
of photons in the dualistic radiation theory. 

7. 2 Conditions. The relativistic invariance of the unitary discription 
has already been considered in 1. 31. As further conditions we have 
imposed in 21. 4 and 23. 3 the opaqueness condition and the asymmetry 
condition. 

7. 21 Opaqueness condition. When in dualistic radiation theory we 
have in our model a single photon in an unexcited universe the opaqu
eness condition, which requires that it must with certainty be absorbed 
by any other electron at a later time, amounts to just the blaclmess 
condition of the unitary picture as it has been imposed in 5. 21 and found 
necessary in 6. 4. The condition that a photon must also have been emitted 
by a electron at an earlier time can be fulfilled either by voluntary assuming 
the uni verse to be perfectly black excited as in 5. 223 or by explicitly 
excluding incoming photon fields. 

7.22 Asymmetry condition. All our equations of motion are sym
metric in time. They remain invariant if we reverse the order of time 
and at the same time interchange initial and final conditions and up and 
down transitions. There is only a peculiar asymmetry in the combination 
of the sense of two paired energy jumps and the order of time in which 
they occur in the + interaction of 2.4 (fig. 3, where the higher energy 
states are represented by thicker world lines). This links together on the 
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one hand the asymmetry of up and down transitions, which arises from 
the asymmetry in the distribution of the electrons over the energy states, 
which have a ground level but no top level, and on the other hand the 
asymmetry in the temporal boundary conditions, which refer (as far as 
possible) to initial and not to final conditions. In this way the asym
metry in the energy conditions is transfered to the time conditions in 
such a way as to pro duce the asymmetric course of observed processes 10). 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

+ 

ct - X 

"-
"-
" " " 

Fig. 3. + and - interaction. 

In 6. 4 we have found that the surrounding universe has to be assumed 
perfectly black, but that the excitation may be arbitrary. We have shown 
in 5.4 that an observer, though being in radiative interaction with past 
as weIl as future events, only ob serves past and not future ones. (A meta
phoric central electron wanting to jump can trust that later down tran
sitions will occur and does not need to know where and when, hut it 
cannot he sure about earlier transitions without knowing about them). 

The typical asymmetry of the radiative + interaction (fig. 3) cor
responds to the dualistic feature that photons only occur with positive 
energy. This is a consequence of the Hd revision of 22. 151 by which 
creation and annihilation of photons in negative energy states is replaced 
by annihilation and creation in positive energy states. Another symbolic 
explanatjpn of this situation is that the revision makes the negative 
energy photons travel backward in time instead of forward like positive 
energy photons are kept doing 11). 

7. 23 Time conditions. The unpleasant conditions of infinite time 
intervals introduced in 23. 1 have turned out to be a bit less worse than 
expected, because the form (15) of the interaction reduces them to inter
vals of the same order as the finite interval t~tr of the selected electron. 
The initial and final conditions (occupation numbers) can therefore be 
taken at the beginning and at the end of these finite intervals instead of 
at - 00 and + 00. This is very pleasant because during the infinite time 
intervals they might have entirely changed owing to other processes. For 
more general interaction functions these pleasant features would more 
or less be lost. 
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The results derived for infinitesimal short time intervals t~tr can readily 
by integrated for finite intervals of time. 

7.3 Photons as radiative carriers. 7.31 Dovetailing photons. It 
would be tedious but instructive to repeat the unitary description of the 
radiative processes in our model in dualistic language. One would work 
with photons emitted during down transitions and absorbed during up 
transitions of the electrons. At any stage the integration over all inter
mediate photon states would by the dovetailing process of 22. 183 lead 
to the unitary description again. In 24.32 slight objections have been 
raised against dovetailing the effective dualistic equations of rr..otion. 
Because in our model the COULOMB interaction is treated in excactly 
the same way in the two descriptions these objections are not in force 
and the dovetailing cau be restricted to the (mutilated) radiative part. 

No matter at which stage the integration is performed the treatment of 
any particular electron starts just before and stops just af ter it performs 
a transition in one of the loops connected with the central transition. The 
description makes it easy by not bothering ab out the earlier and later 
adventures of the electron. But still it has to treat all electrons in the 
universe. The usual dualistic description, which is not the true translation 
of the unitary one, makes it still easier. In describing the central tran
sition it only deals with the central electron and the photons and it starts 
just before and stops just af ter this central transition without bothering 
about the adventures of the electron and the photons at earlier and 
later times and about the adventures of the other electrons anyhow. All 
this insouciance can be tolerated because the disregarded processes have 
no influence on the probability of the central transition. In agreement 
with the greater insouciance in the dualistic description it turns out that 
also in the unitary description the transitions of the other electrons in 
the ingoing and outgoing phase contribute a factor 1 to the central 
transition probability, but that can only be seen af ter a laborious cal
culation. 

7. 32 Cutting links. From the standpoint of the dualistic description 
the consequential procedure of the unitary description appears as a 
cheap trick giving simple matters a sciolistic intricateness. Therefore 
becoming entangled in the unitary transition loops it seems advisable 
to cut the links and to describe them by photons created and annihilated 
during the electron transitions. More precisely each link, which originates 
in the beating of an initial and final electron wave, corresponds to a single 
photon wave. The 2n links of a loop correspond to the quadratic expression 
in n photon waves for the transition probability. The number of ways 
in which the cut links, which are unlabeled, can be connected (com
binatorics) is accounted for by the factors n'/. in the photon creation and 
annihilation operators according to Sà in 12. 34 (statistics). The factor
ization of the radiative interaction which is thus brought about by the 
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introduction of photons and which is the opposite of their eliminating 
by the dovetailing process of 7. 31 entails a tremendous simplification 
indeed (boundary conditions, conservation relations, practical appli
cations, etc.). 

7.4 Generalizations. 7.41 Transverse interaction. In case the rela
tion between the dualistic and unitary descriptions is clear for the mutilated 
interaction, it is also clear that the same thing can in principle be done 
for the supposedly correct transverse interaction. Only the more intricate 
angular dependenee of the latter interaction leads to complications in 
su eh a degree that it seemed better to restriet the demonstrations to 
the academie model of mutilated interaction. 

7.42 Other carrier particles. Similar arguments apply to interaction 
by means of other carrier particles, e.g. mesons, provided they obey 
B-E statistics. The latter restrietion is required by the relation which 
has been found to exist between statistics in dualistic description and 
combinatorics in unitary description. Mesonic interaction e.g. can in 
principle be treated almost along the same lines as the electrodynamic 
interaction we have been dealing with and which as has been seen in 
23. 42 is a degenerate special case. 

7. 5 Balance. Having returned af ter a long course of laborious 
derivations to the original starting point of the intimate dualistic theory, 
it seems justified to ask whether all our toiling has put any more weight 
into the balance of 21. 23 than the warning never to intermeddle with 
unitary sou ree theory. 

7. 51 Other outlook. Maybe the foregoing derivations have thrown 
a light on some aspects of radiative processes, which are not always seen 
by everyone in common dualistic radiation theory. Even if the unitary 
description could ultimately not be accepted at all and so the light had 
been false, the revealed aspect might still have some significanee. 

7.52 Untranslatable developments. The importance of the possi
bility of further developments in the unitary description which cannot 
be translated into the dualistic description is mainly a matter of problem 

Q3· 

7. 6 Other work. The main content of the present paper 3 had been 
written before our papers 1 and 2. In the meantime there has appeared 
various other work, which is concerned with the same subject and 
which in general has not been duly digested even in the present version. 

The classical theory has extensively been discussed by WHEELER and 
FEYNMAN 10) 12). Their work has in particular inftuenced our discussion 
of irreversibility. A description of radiative processes in a Hohlraum has 
been given by PLASS 13), of which from our point of yiew the classical 
part counting the degrees of freedom is of interest. 
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There is much more similarity between our derivations and part of 
the recent work of FEYNMAN, than merely the reversed order in which 
papers have been written. In fact FEYNMAN'S contributions to the 
recent developments in quantum electrodynamics 11) 14) already essentially 
contain the ideas and equations of motion, which we have worked out 
in 3 for problem Q2' FEYNMAN'S applications mainly deal with problem 
Qa. Ris general formalism corresponding to our (tentative) derivations 
in 2 has not yet been published. 

Summary. 

The radiative processes which in dualistic radiation theory are emission 
and absorption of photons are in a unitary charge picture described by 
all-electron processes composed out of elementary paired transitions. In 
the latter the down transition of the one electron occurs before the up 
transition of the other one. For composed more-electron processes also 
the effects of screening, which keeps the expressions convergent, and 
exchange, which replaces the part of multiple occupied photon states, 
appear. The statistical properties of the photons are accounted for by 
combinatorics of various linkings between down and up electron tran
sitions. The wave character of photons (interference anddiffraction) 
appears as beating of the electron waves before and af ter the transitions. 
The surrounding universe has to be assumed perfectly black, so that no 
photons could escape. Incoming photons are not admitted. The irrever
sible aspects of radiative processes are accounted for by a typicallinking 
between asymmetrical energy and time conditions. 
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